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Foundational Skills
Identity

Strong sense of "who I am" and recognizing
where I hold power and privilege;
grounded in my core values; honor my
culture(s); and have empathy for others
and myself.

Belonging
When I belong, my racial, cultural and
intersecting identities are welcomed,
valued, represented and celebrated. When
I belong, I feel motivated to be and to do
my personal best.

Agency
Youth practice the skills they need to move
through their intersecting communities in an
authentic way so that they can dismantle
oppressive systems and build a more
equitable future.
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Directions
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Intentionally incorporate each SEL
item listed into your summer program.

After you use the item listed, write
what you did, how it went and what
you learned.

Complete all EIGHT SEL items. Share
with co-workers and your manager.

Take a moment to congratulate
yourself. You will be entered into a
raffle to win a prize with KYD
Network.
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SEL 
Ice Breaker

Example: Rose/Bud/Thorn Check-in
Rose- What is going well in your life? 

Bud- What is new in your life? 
Thorn- What are you struggling with?

Each youth shares what they are comfortable with sharing. 



SEL 
Full Activity

Example: DESSA Small Group Lesson "Even If..."
Students/participants will: develop strategies for

demonstrating Optimistic Thinking. Youth will write sentences
starting with "Even if..." and write internal beliefs about their

lives, and what influence or control they HAVE with their
attitude, behavior and effort. 



SEL 
Activity Reflection

Example: CLOSING CIRCLE is a way for group members to
synthesize, and for the group leader to evaluate, the social

and emotional learning that occurs during a session. All
youth will sit/stand in a circle. One at a time going around
the circle youth will share a thought/word of how they felt

the session went that day. 



 Non-Evaluative 
SEL Encouragement

Use the DESSA scale and items to create these statement. 
Example: While playing a group game.

"Damien" you demonstrated SELF AWARENESS by asking
"Lillie" what they thought about your bating pose.



SEL
Self Reflection

Example: Take time to reflect on how your skills are
improving and areas you would like to continue improving as

an individual and as a YDP. 



Model SEL Skills 

Example: Use any opportunity with youth and share your
thoughts aloud. How did you acknowledge your feelings?

What is your goal? What steps can you take to complete it?



SEL Day Objective

Example: Youth will name the SEL skill and item they will
work on today. "Today while playing tag, we will work on

Self-Management by staying calm when faced with a
challenge."



Share SEL Impact

Example: Share with your co-workers how your youth are
doing with SEL skills. Share with a manager how SEL skill-

building is impacting your camp.
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